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much of Virginia enjoyed boom
times during the 1980s, the old seaport city of
Norfolk was facing what many local governments are now coming to grips with in t~e
troubling 1990s-how to radically change its
organization and way of doing business in
order to survive and function to any degree.
Norfolk ranks number one in fiscal stress among
Virginia's 41 cities and 95 counties. In 1990,
19.3 % of it population was below the poverty
level (versus 1 0.20/0 statewide); 430/0 were
minorities. Between 1990 and 1994, Norfolk
shrank by 22,500 people to 238,800.
When Jim Oliver came to Norfolk as City
Manager in 1987 and faced a $25 million funding
gap in a $341 million budget, it was clear that
drastic action had to be taken. In a series of
closed-door strategy sessions, the senior leadership team determined that the organization was
too big-a 10 percent reduction of 500 positions had to be achieved over the next five years.
Cities with inner-city decay may try to
survive by slash-and-burn cutbacks that

"If you want to
move people, it has
to be toward a
vision that's positive
for them, that taps
important values,
that gets them
something they
desire, and it has
to be presented in a
compelling way that
they feel inspired
to follow."
-MARTIN LUTHER KING

unfortunately put organization capacity on a
downward spiral. Norfolk's story shows that the
key to a locality's turn around is whatpurposes
guide its downsizing and how it is done. Its leaders
came up with a thoughtful, constructive, longterm approach to deal with a bad situation that
was deteriorating. Their core strategy was to
transform the vitality of their public organization to realize more with less. The traditional
turf-driven hierarchical organization was a big
part of the problem. Their solution was to create a more entrepreneurial and participative work
environment in which all public employees began
to see their jobs in a different light.
Eight years later organizational change has
been accomplished but is still a work-in-progress.
Since 1987 Norfolk's city workforce has dropped
from 5,200 to 4,000 without layoffs or substantial service cuts. Norfolk's conception of a
customer-focused, employee-driven quality
approach parallels innovative business thinking but applies it to a unique serVice
industry-municipal services.
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RSITIVELYFACING
DOWNSIZING
A major theme of Oliver's was "working smarter"
to enhance performance while reducing the workforce.
The downsizing plan was communicated to staff
with the commitment that no employees would lose
their jobs. The reductions would come by targeting
a certain number of positions to be eliminated each
year through attrition. Employees in targeted positions would be placed in a downsizing pool and later
rotated to an available position which most closely
matched their skills and abilities. Norfolk was also
one of the first municipalities to offer an early
retirement option in 1988. Over the past seven years,
as "downsizing" became "rightsizing" and productivity improvement becam
_en-illore important,
the city has reduced its permanent workforce by 17
percent while honoring its no-layoff policy.
Assessing the Culture. The external challenge
offiscal stress was compounded by an internal challenge-the lack ofa united, future-focused leadership
team. Most department heads enjoyed long tenure
and functioned well on a day-to-day basis managing the operations of their departments. Within
departments, the old "industrial model" of specialization by division was alive and ,veIl, with little
collaboration among bureau and division heads, and
employees with little understanding or input into
the bigger picture. The city's modus operandi was
tradition-bound and reactive.
With the support of an entrepreneurial city
council, the new city manager started at the top
to change this bureaucratic culture. He wanted
his top managers to learn to see themselves as
responsible leaders working closely together. He
wanted a leadership team consisting of members
who had positive relationships with one another
and felt responsibility not just for their individual
departments but for the future of the City of
Norfolk.
Over the next two years, a series ofworkshops,
seminars, training classes, and small group interventions were held for senior and middle-level
managers to expose them to more proactive ways of
thinking and prepare them for impending change.
• An early intervention focused on helping managers
simply gain an understanding ofthemselves and each
other. In a full-day workshop, a consultant worked
with about 100 senior members on a team-building exercise. The Myers Briggs Type Indicator served
as a basis for explaining different behavioral styles
and preferences regarding perception and making
decisions. This early session marked the beginning
ofan era in which middle and senior managers would
be called together periodically for learning, growing, and bonding.

·

Developing a Leadership Team. Oliver contacted Bob Matson, director ofexecutive development
programs for state and local public executives at the
Cooper Center at the University ofVirginia. At a Spring
retreat, Matson led a small group consisting of the
city manager, three assistant city managers, and the
executive assistant through personal and professional
discussions. They concluded that the usual practicethree assistant city managers running three different
arms of the organization in totally different waysdid not integrate the organization. The group also agreed
Norfolk's survival depended on finding a way for the
city government and its administration to influence,
rather than react to, its environment.
Chartering a Cabinet. The idea of the 'cabinet' was born out t.hLdlicussions of the fliSt D treat.
The cabinet would be a place for the leadership team
to create a culture, set priorities and accomplish longterm planning outside of the pressure of day-to-day
operations. Cabinet members were the city manager, city attorney, assistant city managers, four
rotating department heads, and the city manager's
executive assistant. To break out of their turf-mentality and authority-oriented habits, the cabinet met
weekly in round table sessions-not at City Hall
but at the Norfolk Zoo!
A second retreat focused on two major issues:
the intense workload of the assistant city managers
and the relationship between city council and the
administration. Out of these discussions, the members recognized the need for a fourth assistant city
manager. To give policymakers both greater specifics and the overall picture, they conceived the idea
of an integrated management team-the management operations group(MOG), consisting of the
assistant city managers and the manager's executive
assistant. The team-oriented MOG would act as
consultants and communication facilitators in
coordinating the day-to-day running ofthe city and
relating to the city council.

RAD

MAP FOR CHANGE
The chartering of the cabinet and MOG and the
development of new language about what work these
groups needed to perform laid the 'field laboratory'
groundwork for a systems model being developed
by Bob Matson and consultant John Pickering. This
model was critical to the city's process of change, as
Matson and Pickering guided Oliver and his leadership team on its long, sometimes painful journey.!
1 For an overvi w of th Cooper
enter' 1 ader hip d v lopment approach, see Deborah D. Roberts, Delivering on D mocracy:
High Performance Government for Virginia, University of Virginia News Letter (Vol. 71, No.6) June 1995.
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The High Performance Organization (HPO)
model that they developed identifies the factors
that determine organizational performance: the
outside environment; the organization's leaderhip, vision, and values; and the strategy, structure,
and systems of an organization. All these factors
are critical t building high performance, defined
as product/service quality, customer value, and
financial performance.
Focus on Strategic Leadership. The first change
mechanism in the HPO model is its focus on strategic leadership-to change the way officials view
themselves, their selfworth, and their work. Norfolk's
managers were being asked to become both leaders
and change agents. Matson would later use author
Stephen Cov y's language about time management
to capture this new mindset of reshifting substantial energy and time. 2 Norfolk's managers were caught
up in crisis Q1 issues-important) urgent issuesdemanding immediate attention. Top managers were
very good at emergency handling-making
decisions in seven-minute cycles, then moving on
to the next flare-up.
However, Q2 issues-important) non-urgent
issues-were being neglected by the traditional
hierarchical culture. Ignoring Q2 issues meant that
the reactive, crisis-management approach would
continue to plague Norfolk. But investment in Q2
i sues-such as integration, leadership, and futurethinking-is like seed corn for developing new
productive capacity. Once an investment in Q2 thinking occurs, it can rechannel the organization's energies
toward more productive activity.
Parallel Organization for Thinking Space. The
kind of future thinking required for strategic leadership is seldom fostered by the normal constraints
and habits of the hierarchy. An immersion process
of blocks of quality time is needed for Q2 thinking.
Wbat Norfol created, with teams like the cabinet,
was a "parallel organization"- a carefully constructed
alternative thinking place coexisting with the formal hierarchy but embodying a very different culture
and mode of operations. Not a separate, formal
organization tructure (although individuals have
extra team roles), instead, the parallel organization
is a highly productive meeting system. In short, the
parallel organization is a place for learning, where
the rules of the hierarchy are suspended and where
members come together to do future-focused work
in a setting where all members are equal (See
Figure 1).

Steven R. Covey, The 7 Habits ofHighly Effective People: Restoring the Character Ethic (New York: Simon & Schu ter, 1989)
150-156.
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While Norfolk's strategic long-term aim was
to transform the bureaucratic culture, the leadership team recognized the folly of wholesale, radical
change that throws the organization into turmoil.
With the parallel organization approach, transition
continuity is assured as the productive, everyday "task"
operations of the hierarchy keep focusing on ongoing service delivery and management. By the same
token, the normal hierarchy is protected from the
premature influence of this new "greenhouse" of
fermenting new ideas until plans are carefully crafted
and refined for action and the broader organization
is prepared for implementation.
It is left to managers to walk back and forth
between these two worlds. When managers enter
the parallel space (such as a weekly or one-day-amonth leadership team meetings for Q2 work), they
agree to function as a team with different ground
rules and mindsets described here.

Guidelines for Operating Inside Parallel T earns
1. Normal hierarchical organization rules are
suspended: All members are equal inside the problem-solving structure; decisions are by consensus
(But all decisions must "fly" in the hierarchy).
2. The focus is on reaching the best solutions possible: A member's "worth" is determined by his/
her contribution (e.g., ideas, conflict resolution,
consensus building, relationship maintenance) to
helping the team reach the best solution possible.
3. Everyone gets a promotion: Team members must
"promote" themselves so that they view the
organization as if they were at least two levels
higher, and they must "own" the shared vision
of the organization.
4. A "regenerative" culture is fostered by:
trust-based relationships: While operating in
the parallel organization structure, all interactions are based on complete trust;
• mutual respect: We can disagree without
being disagreeable; no personal attacks;
important to be effective as well as "right;"
candidness: level with each other; no hidden
agendas.
5. Confidentiality is the norm: What is said and
decided in meetings is on the record; who said it
is not.
6. No retribution for following these guidelines: Once
the group agrees to rules of behavior, everyone is
responsible for enforcing the rules to achieve a
low-threat, high-trust work climate.
In the parallel team of the cabinet, Jim Oliver
does not function as the boss to whom others defer.
Everyone thinks as though he or she were the city
manager. If consensus is not reached or if Oliver
feels compelled to reject their recommendations, he

The new city
manager wanted
a leadership team
consisting of
members who
felt responsibility
•

not just for their
individual
departments but
for the future of the
City of Norfolk.
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FIGURE 1
Operating Across Two Organizational Cultures
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must make it clear he is taking off his parallel team
hat and putting back on his city manager-hierarchy
hat. Today parallel teams stretch up and down the
hierarchy, covering Norfolk's top leadership, departments, middle management, and front-line units.
The Work Of Leadership. In their Q2 meetings, the cabinet crafted what they saw as their work
ofleadership-their reason for being-which is much
different from the traditional job description for toplevel public adminstrators:
• Strategic Value Analysis: Who are and should be
our customers; what do they value now and what
will they value in the future?
• Articulating and Living Vision and Values: What
does high performance mean for us and what values
will guide us in achieving it?
• Suprasystems Integration: How can the the parts
of the organization be glued back together to
accomplish the vision; creating the integrating
mechanisms that align the parts to form the whole?
• Renewingand Redesign: What organizational strategies, structures, and systems need to be aligned
to accomplish the vision?
• Motivating, Teaching, Enabling, Empowering: How
can a continuously learning and improving
organization be built?

FORM: Teamwork
FOCUS: Leadership, Learning,
Integration, Change

"Over-managed, under-led" describes many
public organizations. Compared to the tenets of traditional organization theory, the HPO model places
great emphasis on the critical, higher role ofleadership to the organization and the overall change effort.
Top management's leadership role is to cause its
leadership philosophy, shared vision and a set of
operating values to be congruently refocused for the
entire organization.
The cabinet was tasked to do the early drafting of these guiding principles for testing and
modification by members of the organization. The
cabinet struggled long and hard to develop a leadership philosophy statement revolving around
customers that assumes: people want to do a good
job; knowledge, experience, and creativity are widely
distributed in an organization; and all can contribute to improvement.
The cabinet and city council also developed a
vision for Norfolk which has been shared with all
departments. Departments have developed their own
"nested vision" within the overall vision, which states
how their operation will help achieve the city's
vision. Employee focus groups, involving 72 employees from allover the organization, identified a set of
values, termed public service ideals, that should be
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upheld by everyone within the organization. These
core values-professionalism, trust, service, loyalty,
teamwork, communication, and initiative-answer the
question, "How are we going to treat people?" as Norfolk
tries to achieve its vision.

HPOROLLOUT
Once the leadership philosophy, vision, and values
were developed citywide, each department head was
challenged to roll out HPO within their departments
in late 1993. The 14 department heads had been
getting accustomed to the new culture with their
own parallel team, the critical leadership group (CLG),
which had been meeting weekly.
With rollout came the really tough work of
'walking your talk'-where employees waited for
individuals in leadership positions to change their
actions to be in sync with the rhetoric. Moving from
the abstract, theoretical realm of talking philosophy, vision, and values to changing operations to
live these beliefs proved to be the real challenge.
Employees waited for their own work reality to change
for the better. In most cases, HPO in action will
entail a job redesign process for each employee which
includes focusing on the customer and his values,
instead of routinely performing a task in a vacuum.
To expand ownership, all departments were
asked to develop leadership teams responsible for
ensuring that "HPO is rolled out." In some departments, this team was composed of the department
and bureau heads, while in other departments members from all Ie els in the organization were included.
Each team worked with the city's three-member
organizational development staff in planning an
approach for rollout that was right for them, but
usually involving three steps:
1. Assess employee perception. An assessment
instrument ba ed on the work of Rensis Likert was
administered by the city's organizational development staff to employees within bureaus of a
department as a diagnostic tool to give the department leadership team feedback on how they were
perceived. 3 The Likert profile asks people 18 workplace questions assessing the status of leadership,
motivation, teamwork, communications, decisionmaking, goals, and control issues. Most departments'
status quo was Likert's "Benevolent Autocratic" System
2. Both managers and employees agreed that they
could do better if they could change their management system.
Once areas of strengths and weaknesses were
assessed, the team came up with specific improvements. Sometimes long-held autocratic policies which
say to the employee, "I don't trust you" had to be
3 For further discu sion, see footnote 1.

eliminated, such as requiring all employees to sign
in and sign out whenever leaving the work area. Often
communicating styles had to change, with more
sharing ofinformation through increased staff meetings or employee newsletters.
The intent ofNorfolk's long-term change strategy is to move its departments to at least Likert's
"Consultative" System 3, and hopefully to "Participatory" System 4. Members' experience with parallel
teams (whether they be leadership teams, work
progress teams, or special task forces) gives them a
safe environment to practice the critical new behavior
and skills to reach these higher-performing systems.
2. Develop Nested Visions. Departments were
asked to develop a vision for their part of the organization which "nests" within the overall vision. Since
the departmental visions have to be owned and shared
by all, departments must develop an approach for
sharing and getting buy-in from employees. Some
departments scheduled work sessions for first line
employees to ask them to react to the vision established by the leadership team in their department.
One department, Public Works, listed a statement
of values, and asked every employee to sign the values list when they felt they could live with the values.
Today, the board is filled with signatures.
3. Align Strategies, Structures and Systems
to be Congruent with the Vision and Values. At
this point the hierarchy itself begins to transform,
and the pace of significant real change increases.
Norfolk began this important step in 1994, and it
is continuing today. For example, the city had hired
an outside consultant to perform an organizational
assessment of the police department, which resulted
in many recommendations for improvement. The
incoming police chief decided to squarely face the
issues raised, by forming his own Q21eadership team
to carefully think through the strategies. Various
teams were then delegated to think through the whole
process for how change should occur.
A city-wide problem was to come up with a
unified, "fleshed-out" approach that would give
departments clear direction on how to move ahead
on such common activities as goals and objectives,
budget planning, performance planning, and outcomes and results measurement. A strategic
management model used by the City of Long Beach,
California was repeatedly modified to make it build
consistently on Norfolk's approach. This work-inprogress strategic model will provide the linkages
department teams need to help them identify and
then prioritize specific action steps to help them
answer "What is high performance and how would
. we know if we got there?"
In addition to facilitating extensive internal dialogue, Norfolk has sought to keep learning and sharing
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via valuable external networks. Norfolk is participating in the International City/County Management
Association (ICMA) consortium of 37 large cities to
develop performance indicators that each can use to
benchmark communities against each other. The city
has a member on each of four ICMA technical advisory groups (police, fire, neighborhood services, and
support services) to steer Norfolk's effort and liaison
with city departments as appropriate.

~RKING

PROOFS
No one will be swayed by the merits of the HPO
approach unless higher performance actually shows
up in bottom-line results. Some samples of transformed work process and service delivery in four
very different departments are evidence that the HPO
model can travel well across local government functions.
Merging Emergency Services. Until 1991,
Norfolk's fire department handled a declining number
of fire calls, while the separate paramedical rescue
service was understaffed to respond to an exploding
number of EMS calls. Jim Oliver formed an
employee steering committee with the cooperation
of the Norfolk Fire Department, IAFF Local 68,
the Bureau of Paramedical Rescue Services and the
EMS Operational Medical Directors. Mter intense
debate, they reached a consensus that a merger was
the best possible means to provide the highest level
of service to the community. Through ownership
of the process and the program, the members made
the merger of two very different cultures not only
possible but successful. For instance, available
ambulances increased 100 percent and response times
improved 53 percent.
Changing Street-Level Public Works. A principle of HPO is that front-line employees are the
experts and blue-collar employees have amply shown
their knowledge and insights by contributing scores
of ideas for work improvement. Refuse collection
personnel helped develop new routes and collection
schedules as they semi-automated. Individual truck
productivity has increased by almost 20%, resulting in savings of almost $800,000 annually.
Employees urged conversion to a four-day, 10 hourper-day work-week, resulting in a morale boost and
annual savings of $100,000.
Committees now interview all job applicants,
review division policies and procedures, handle the
employee appreciation picnic, and organize the public
relations-oriented parade unit. Participation counters
feelings of favoritism in job assignments. Increased
safety and job training programs led to reported
injuries decreasing from 168 in 1991 to 40
in 1993.

Serving Finance's Internal Customers. Central staff agencies need to move from a control
orientation to quality services that support and
enable line operations to improve. The finance
department has made many recent changes in reorganization, financial processes, budgeting, financial
planning, and banking. Staffpositions were reduced
by 12% and personnel costs were reduced by
approximately $164,000 from fiscal 1994 to fiscal
1995. Customer/client responsiveness improved
through advances in technology and automation and
decentralization of some services to clients.
Rethinking Human Services. The 'hot buttons' in nationwide public policy debate often revolve
around reworking human services, and, like most
inner cities, Norfolk has many needy clients to su port on a slim tax base. The department ofhuman
services made major adminstrative changes, like peer
panel selection process, subordinate reviews of
supervisors, adding quality assurance and management teams, and automation. Other changes included
two innovative bureau reorganization plans, selfdirected work teams, and mechanisms for increased
staff participation in operational decision-making.
Fifty specialized positions were replaced with one
classification, expanding workers' abilities to provide integrated case management and selfsufficiency
services to clients. Comparisons between 1991 and
1994 show overall faster, better quality client services. For example, Child Protective Service referrals
used to take a month or longer to process; now they
can be done in 3 to 5 days.

ESENTIALS FOR CHANGE
A Learning Environment for All. Norfolk's
development ofa learning environment which makes
it safe and desirable to learn new skills was crucial
to the entire change effort. A priority was placed on
training and development. Internal training and
development specialists, together with outside consultants, were brought to the policy table to engage
in a full range of organizational development
activities. City council has invested in programs and
policies whereby employees can go back to school
(three times as many now use tuition advancements),
receive in-house training, attend conferences and
professional development seminars, and be exposed
to new ways of thinking at its in-house 'city university.' The city university brings in speakers from local
universities, businesses, consultant firms, and law
offices to meet with Norfolk's top 120 managers.
A new contract is being formed with employees, where they are no longer asked to "check their
brains at the door" and take orders, but are asked to
take responsibility for the work they do. Much of
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this work is done in teams, and so employees are
required to develop a new skill set, including meeting-management skills, problem-solving skills (e.g.,
idea mapping, flow charting, pareto analysis), and
behavioral skills (e.g., active listening, behaving
according to values, team skills). For instance, a new
type of fire-fighter is now required who is technically certified for basic life support and emergency
response and also trained in interpersonal relations
and problem solving skills.
Likewise, supervisors' and managers' roles are
changing from directing and controlling to coaching and enabling. After a comprehensive needs
assessment, it was clear that a new set of management and supervisor competencies were required.
Blanchard's S tuational Leadership program was
adopted as a means to teach managers how to move
from directing to coaching, supporting, and then
delegating, depending on the developmental level
of the employee. 4
Another vital element for value-added learning is a feedback mechanism to quickly link specific
learning needs to concrete action plans. The high
performance action team (HPOAT), made up of
an assistant city manager, four department heads,
three middle managers, organizational development
staff, and a communications professional, serves as
a guidance mechanism. As "the eyes and ears of the
organization," the HPOAT provides the following
functions: (1) sensing -listening, probing, becoming knowledgeable of departments' HPO progress;
finding critical learning opportunities; (2) analysisrecommending next steps (e.g. what strategy,
structure, an systems to attack next); and (3)
action--charter teams to be responsible for next steps.
Policy Makers as Leaders. An evolving but
critical component to the HPO framework has been
reinventing th strategies for managing fundamental change in local government. An essential ingredient
to this reinvention is the leadership role of the mayor
and city council in laying out the broad direction
to the citizenry. Through communication ofthe city's
vision, the long-term direction of the city makes
the near term choices easier to explain. For example,
the decision to build a downtown ball park for the
Tides is justified within the long-term economic
development strategy to increase revenue by attracting
big businesses. The vision also frames the context
within which efficiency and effectiveness can be
measured.
The mayor and council continue to layout
the broad direction through understanding and
4 Paul Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard, Management of Orga-

nizational Behavior: Utilizing Human Resources, 3d edition
(Englewood Cliff:, N]: Prentice-Hall, 1977).

agreeing to the fundamental values and philosophy
of the organization. These provide the context and
rationale behind many of the decisions and recommendations that the elected officials are asked to
approve, such as the context behind reorganizations
or budgetary recommendations. Through retreats,
work sessions, presentations, and frequent informal
dialogue, the administration ensures the mayor and
city council have the opportunity to endorse the
vision, values, and philosophy of the organization.
A second critical role of the mayor and city
council is reframing the way that government links
up to the citizens so that the community understands and owns its government. This reframing
results in the council and mayor receiving more
consistent feedback from the community. The role
of the mayor and council is to invite input, internally coming from employees (through the city
manager) and externally from citizens. A prime
example ofexternal input is Norfolk's police-assisted
community enforcement (PACE) model in which
neighborhood groups are formed to address the
issues ofparticular neighborhoods. This strategy will
provide a broader and clearer picture of citizen feedback, since it does not come from just special interest
groups or the complaining "squeaky wheel."
A healthy democracy needs citizens who are
involved and participative. Residents need new
avenues for meaningful participation that spark their
interest and imagination. Under discussion now and
championed by the mayor is a proposal to conduct a
community visioning project over the next year. This
project would go beyond isolated input on various
services to seek many citizens' ideas and hopes for a
future N orfolk. To achieve a successful, inclusive process
will demand extensive preparation, well-facilitated
sessions, and a commitment to follow up on the results by the city and other stakeholder organizations.
This highly participatory effort will seek to build ties
between stakeholders bound by a shared sense ofcommunity identity and destiny for Norfolk.
Within the community arena, the HPO model
sees a dynamic, circular relationship between local
government policy-setting and implementation, with
feedback loops from all parties. Policy is set as a result
of a partnership which is developed between citizens,
city council, and staff. The city manager and city
employees provide feedback to the council after implementing policy. In addition, benchmarking and looking
at the best practices of other cities and organizations
brings new ideas for policy development and application. This continuous improvement process is critical
to building higher performance.
The Process Is the Change. Grim reality drove
Norfolk to make constructive choices to respond
to its turbulent, unforgiving environment. For
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decades Norfolk has been far worse off than its more Virginia jurisdictions, like Arlington, Lynchburg,
affluent neighbors in the Hampton Roads region, Charlottesville, and Roanoke, are employing the parexcept for Portsmouth: substantially less per capita allel organization process and the HPO model to
income and tax base, combined with higher tax rates begin their own transformation.
and service demands. In the last decade of recesThe major lesson learned is that this process joursion and defense slowdown, Hampton Roads has ney is the change. No locality can wake up one day to
been hard hit and its future growth depends on magically find its government reenergized and redidiversifying its economic base. If Norfolk's city rected. It cannot just import business techniques or
government had kept to its business-as-usual tra- borrow another city's leadership philosophy and hope
jectory of the mid 1980s, it would be in far more for the same results. Each must admit its need for soulsearching. Each has to customize in ways right for its
desperate straits today.
Norfolk's city government is a different place own circumstances. For fundamental reform, the comfrom what it was in 1987. Significant economies mon ingredient is a disciplined process for ownership
have been achieved, but the most telling changes that asks the right big questions, agrees where the
have come in the workplace itself. Although many organization needs to go, and starts practicing what
of the people are the same, they are veterans about the new culture needs to be in an ra of high p rforwhat it takes to do more with less by renewing mance government.•
individual and organizational pride, energy, capability, and effectiveness.
The most traumatic obstacle was the attituMOVING ON
dinal change ofindividuals painfully rethinking their
As this News Letter goes to press, a change in
own mindset, accepting more responsibility, takeditorial leadership is underway. Carl Stenberg
ing more risks, and learning new skills. The most
has left the Cooper Center to assume the posisuccessful ones under the old hierarchical systemtions of Dean of the Yale Gordon College of
Norfolk's top managers-relearned how to be more
Liberal Arts and Professor of Government and
effective by working collaboratively on important,
Public Administration at the University ofBalfuture issues. But hundreds of employees have also
tiroore. Bill Wood, director of the Cooper.
risen to their "best selves" by being empowered and
Center's Virginia Institute of Political Leaderenabled to take that mental promotion of becomship, will become editor with the next issue. Well
ing full contributors of their talents and knowledge:
known as editorial page editor of the Norfolk
social workers, construction workers, clerks,
Virginian-Pilot and Ledger Star before coming
personnel specialists, foremen, refuse collectors, police
to Charlottesville, Mr. Wood has directed the
officers, and many others.
Institute for the past two years.
Norfolk's efforts are a work-in-progress to continually improve within its dynamic cityscape. Other
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